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ORGANIC PATTERN EARRINGS

• Pardo polymer clay of 3 colors - pearl white, blue, black or obsidian. 
• LC Czextruder with 2 extensions from LC 5 disc
• LC Slicer (or LC Mini Slicer)
• Pasta machine and an acrylic roller 

Materials & Tools:

Alexandra Buga is a polymer clay creator residing in Drama, Greece. She has an academic 
background in Linguistics and Art Therapy, but her interest in art, design and folklore, as well 
as her sheer love for texture and color, led her to the creative path. She launched her jewelry 
brand BLACK TROPICANA in 2018 and her newfound hobby became a full-time occupation.
www.etsy.com/shop/BlackTropicana

Alexandra Buga

https://www.lucyclay.com/store/40-lc-czextruder
https://www.lucyclay.com/store/lc-disks/571-lc-disk-5.html
https://www.lucyclay.com/store/53--lc-slicer
https://www.lucyclay.com/store/65-lc-machine


Squeeze the rolls creating a cane. Here, I cut  
the cane into 3 pieces and merged them together. 

Mixing with a darker color prepare three different 
shades of blue. 

Run each shade of blue through the Czextruder and then cover them gently with a thin sheet  
of white. You can reduce some rolls to make different sizes.

Slice the cane making thin sheets and cut the desirable shapes for your jewelry. 

Bake the polymer clay according to the 
manufacturer. Sand and assemble the pieces. 
Voila! You have ready to wear earrings.



ORDER NOW: LC STORE - AMAZON

LC SLICER & LC MINI SLICER
LC Slicer is the best slicer for polymer clay for creating perfect thin and clean cuts - slices of polymer 
clay. It is an indispensable tool for the Mokume Gane (Hidden Magic) technique and for everyone, who 
wants to get thin slices of polymer canes without distortion.

LC Minislicer is a compact, yet a very practical slicer for polymer clay. Due to its compact size, you can 
take it with you to workshops and enjoy precise cutting without distortion. 

https://www.lucyclay.com/store/53--lc-slicer
https://www.amazon.com/lucyclay

